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About This Game

Batter Up! VR is a delightful casual baking game for the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift that provides a fun, colorful and carefree
experience that is perfect for all ages! While similar simulation games end up feeling like a job with levels with increasing
difficulty, Batter Up! VR career mode utilizes a progression system that is unique to the genre, ensuring a goal driven and

relaxing gaming experience! Feel pride as your customers indulge themselves in your delicious creations, and then upgrade your
bakery to be the best in the business!

In Batter Up! VR you can expect to bake cakes for your customers with a variety of tools! Slam donuts and hot dogs into your
face at break time! Upgrade your tools and bakery decorations at the end of every day! Spill countless amounts of sprinkles,

icing, and nearly finished cakes on the floor if you are not careful enough!

Bake cakes with your friends as you coordinate with up to four of your friends in local asynchronous multiplayer. As the
levels progress, you will need to make sure that everyone is doing their part, from fetching the correct type of batter, to getting

your minions icing cups, and filling their topping scoops!

Featuring

- Over TWENTY unique voices for your donuty customers

- 100% Mouth-made sound effects!

- A height adjuster that allows players of any age and any height to play!
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Local Multiplayer
- Play with up to four of your friends using controllers or a keyboard

- Communication is key, your minions won't be able to see what cakes your customers need, so you will be in charge of making
sure everyone is doing their part

- 16 levels of increasing baking madness

Tools, tools, tools:
- Your minions will toss you uncooked cakes, slam them into the oven to cook them quick

- A frosting bag that is powered through wireless technology, coordinate with your minions to remotely frost your cakes
- Sprinkle delicious toppings onto your cakes, but don't forget to give your minions an icing up and have them fill it with your

desired flavour, so you can slam it onto a freshly cooked cake

Enhanced difficulty mode for expert bakers!
- You'll have to pump out donuts to feed your minions so they don't get lethargic and slow. Be careful though, if you feed them

too much they'll get hyper and have a hard time controlling themselves.
- Be quick or be rotten, uncooked cakes and ingredients left out too long will go toxic, and who want's a moldy green cake?

Career Mode

- A daily progression of baking cakes where your effort pays off: Use your hard earned dough to upgrade your baking tools and
your bakery decor

- Adaptive difficulty; get into the groove without getting overwhelmed

4 tools to upgrade:
- Start with a lowly lever-pull batter dispenser and upgrade it to a savvy touch-screen icing & batter machine

- Try shoving as many cakes into your simple starter oven, eventually upgrading to a FLAMETHROWER to bake cakes with
ease

- A simple old-fashioned frosting bag to begin with, which can be upgraded to a powerful shotgun-like frosting gun to get cakes
frosted fast

- Beginning with the little topping scoop that could, slinging strawberries, sprinkles, and blueberries; ending with powerful
topping guns that blast toppings everywhere

- 10 different categories of decorations for your bakery, including wallpaper, fans, plants, fountains, and even skylights; make
the bakery your own!
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Title: Batter Up! VR
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Polygon Dust Entertainment Ltd.
Publisher:
Polygon Dust Entertainment Ltd.
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1 or later or Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 /AMD Radeon™ RX 480 equivalent or greater

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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enjoyed this game quite a lot, really recomend getting this game if you have a few IRL ppl to help you.
Need to get a custom game mode though, other then that its pretty swell! :). One of my favorite VR games so far. Self recorded
sound effects and voices, fun gameplay. Quirky!. Getting a glitch with local co-op where my minion can't pick up cakes that the
VR player drops on plate for me. Otherwise seems cool?. Cute and funny time management in VR. I love the vocal sound fx,
and funny dialogue. Starts off pretty easy but then ramps up once you unlock more stuff for more complex cakes. Great to show
to first time VR users too.. It's a fun little game with very realistic sounds. Local Multiplayer is so much fun. I can't recommend
this game enough!. Bought for my niece but I absolutely love it. Like the upgrade your shop aspect of the game. Super fun!
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its a fun cooking game.. I\u2019m having issues with my oculus rift. For some reason the counters are too close to the borders
of my play area. It gets annoying when I have to reach for an item that goes just outside of the guardian grid. Also the frame
rate still drops occasionally with longer sessions. There\u2019s also a bug where if the icing gun rolls just under the cake stand I
can\u2019t pick it up and have to restart the level.

Otherwise it\u2019s a great game! I love the upgrades and the variety of cakes you can make. Changes I can make to the store
and equipment keep it from being repetitive. Except for the few bugbears above I am enjoying myself.. This has quickly
become THE go-to party game and intro to VR at my house! The quirky style, sound effects, and low-key cannibalism are a
perfect combo. Great gameplay for total beginners but even our "experienced" group still can't even touch the hard mode levels.

Reminds us of Overcooked but way sillier, also you will be craving cake afterwards.

Requires more communication than most couch co-op games, the baker\/VR player has to effectively communicate what they
need for every customer, and the minions need to divide up duties and stay aware enough to step in where needed.

A lot of my friends have sunk years into food service and the ability to throw octopi at customers is a great stress reliever!!

I haven't tried the career mode yet but I'm sure it's well done!. great game, but the playspace is a bit large. Summary:
Cute singleplayer game. Can not recommend for multiplayer \/ parties, which I bought it for.

Pros:
+ Looks silly
+ Funny sound effects
+ Intuitive controls (in VR)

Cons:
- Multiplayer gameplay is clunky
- UI seems unfinished
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